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INTRODUCTION

Localizer images are commonly used for graphical scan

prescription (GRx) in clinical practice1,2. However

localizers themselves do not add any diagnostic value

and are often repeated due to inadequate quality

(missing anatomy, incorrect centering, wrap-around etc.)

in MSK exams, leading to workflow inefficiency. In this

work we demonstrate a novel workflow that make use of

pre-scan calibrations images for automated Knee GRx.

Our approach removes dependency on localizer

images which reduces total scan time while enabling

single push scan, elevating MRI scanning experience for

both patients and technologists.

METHODS

Data: Total of 667 calibration images are obtained from

56 volunteer exams on a GE 3T Signa Premier MR

scanner (IRB approved; train:526, validation: 59, test:

82). Dataset are augmented with image flips, noise and

RF coil shading, generating 13800 training and 2300

validation volumes. Ground-truth (GT) for the meniscus

plane are manually labelled by a clinical radiologist on

the localizer image of each exam, which is projected to

the calibration image (see figure 2).

Deep learning (DL) model: Our method formulates the

GRx estimation as a plane-label segmentation problem

and employs a 3D U-net3 (3 layers down and 3 layers

up) with input and output size = 32x32x32, 16 initial

filters, 3x3x3 filter size, 2x2x2 max-pooling, 3000 epochs

with dice as loss function.

Evaluation: In addition to dice, we compute the mean

absolute distance (MAD) and angle errors between GT

plane and DL predicted plane. MAD < 1 mm and angle

error < 3˚ are considered clinically acceptable.

Pre-scan image (Fig 1) generally uses large FOV (~50

cm) 3D acquisition with extremely low-resolution (7-10

mm) and is needed for hardware calibration. Calibration

images lack anatomical details, which make it difficult for

a human to accurately prescribe GRx. Our method

employs a deep-learning based approach that uses

complex 3D spatial information to accurately estimate

GRx. We demonstrate our approach by estimating the

meniscus plane in knee, which is a primary plane for

knee MRI exams.

Figure 1. Example of (left) calibration, (middle) localizer, and

(right) high-resolution diagnostic image in a knee MRI exam.
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Figure 2. Ground-truth generation. The meniscus plane mask is

labeled in localizer images (top) and projected into the pre-scan

calibration data (bottom). The projected planes are used as GT

segmentation for 3D U-net3 training with calibration images as inputs.
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CONCLUSION

We demonstrate that calibration-scan images can be

used to infer clinical slice prescription without the need

for localizer image(s) for knee MRI exams. Although the

results are good, they are still preliminary and limited by

small dataset from 56 subjects. In future we will explore

larger and more diverse dataset and extend the idea

across other anatomical locations such as shoulder and

ankle, which also suffer from issues related to improper

localizer setup and several localizer repeats.

Fig. 3 shows that

our DL-approach

achieves mean

MAD error of 0.07

mm and angle

error of 0.76⁰ on

test-set, indicating

excellent

reproducibility of

meniscus plane,

within the clinically

acceptable limits.

Fig 3. Test evaluation: Box plot of MAD error (left)
and angle error (right) with respect to ground-
truth planes for 82 test cases. Whiskers extend
from 5th percentile to 95th percentile. Mean ±
stddev is shown as red diamond and in x-labels.


